BEYOND FEAR
BEYOND DEATH

The human Soul dwells in a realm beyond fear. It
is only the fragment of itself projected into the
form world for a lifetime that experiences fear.
The fear of death, the ultimate human fear, does
not exist for the human soul. The triumph over
fear in this transition is altering the balance of
societies around the globe. It is a triumph of the
higher Self over the lower self abiding in form.
It is no longer uncommon to see thousands upon
thousands of people risking life and limb,
exposing themselves to torture and death, acting
under the authority of their own souls for the sake
of truth and justice.

The age of fear will end when all that rusts,
decays, and dies is left behind. The fear of
loss will evaporate with the illusory idea of
possession–of a grand estate or a physical
form. Light cannot be hoarded or possessed.
On the contrary, divine light shines in the
visages of all who give themselves and their
resources to the work of world salvage. Like
fearless warriors, they place themselves in the
line of fire, demonstrating what it means to
be identified with all living beings. Such souls
are supplied from higher reservoirs that never
run dry.

Fear has been the driving force in
human history until now, hanging over
human lives like a Sword of Damocles,
triggering unceasing conflicts and wars,
relentless cruelty and misery. An allconsuming fear of loss is part of life
on the material plane–the loss of loved
ones, possessions, health, wealth,
occupation, reputation, status,
self-worth, and of life itself. That
which is of spirit does not fear losing
that which belongs to matter.

Were it possible to penetrate the veil and see the
future, all fears would instantly dissolve. The
problems of humanity will not disappear upon
entering the etheric plane, but they will be viewed
against a luminous landscape where death does not
exist. Life will unfold through cycles of experience
yielding ever expanding levels of consciousness until
consciousness becomes light itself.
In this new world, light will be inseparable from
truth and truth will foster the love that magnetically
draws the stream of evolution to itself.

Perhaps the greatest human fear in the future will be
exposure to the light of truth -- a vital force with the
power to transform a life. The tenor of a person’s
thoughts will be transparent, appearing as electric
charges of greater or lesser light, giving rise to an era
of accountability.

The etheric body will no longer be masked by flesh
and bones, hidden as it was from human awareness
until the ancient teachings of the East made their way
to the West. It will be the primary vehicle of the soul
in the energy world–a world where death as presently
understood has no meaning.

When Earth becomes flooded with light the great
illusion of death will be exposed. People will realize
that physical death is the start of a process that frees
the soul from the trammels of form to assimilate the
learning of a lifetime.
As the body’s organs fail to function, consciousness
withdraws in stages from the plane of human living
to subtler planes. The soul withdraws first from the
etheric body, then the astral and mental bodies,
returning ultimately to a plane where fear is unknown.
It is a natural process that occurs largely in the realm
of consciousness. For the soul, physical death is
freedom from form and rebirth in the boundless
world of Spirit.
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